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1. European gas and power markets
2. Australian gas, coal and power markets
3. Retail price impacts
4. How do these markets actually work?
5. Where next?
6. What should be done about it?
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Lets start with spot gas in one the most traded hubs in Europe
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Russia invades Ukraine

Volatile, but 
~ 4X since 
Russian 
invasion



And in spot power markets we see 3X to 10X comparing July Fridays in 
2019 and 2022 
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European gas forward markets anticipated sharply higher prices 
even before invasion of Ukraine. What was going on?
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https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/wholesale-market-indicators

Russia invades Ukraine

?



And look how this flows straight through into the British 
electricity market
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https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/wholesale-market-indicators

Almost exactly the same forward curve for electricity as for gas !



And the forward markets are predicting an even worse picture soon
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https://www.theice.com/products/910/UK-Natural-Gas-Futures/data?marketId=5419494&span=3

Markets are expecting gas prices to 
roughly double by January 2023 
from already bizarre levels!!



Retail price impacts are dreadful. Half the retailers have already failed and the British 
Government has budgeted $30bn to assist consumers
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https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/energy-policy-and-regulation/policy-and-regulatory-
programmes/default-tariff-cap

~3X wholesale 
translates into 
~0.8X on retail 
price



And British retail expected to rise again by 0.65X taking total increase on 2019 
levels to 2.5X
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https://www.themoneyedit.com/household-bills/will-energy-prices-fall-2023



Australia was the world’s largest LNG exporter in 2021. Its no surprise 
European price effects shifted to Asia and Japan and then to us
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https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/energy/gas-inquiry-2017-2025/lng-
netback-price-series



But unlike Europe we are also exposed to surging coal, driven first by post-covid 
expansion and then gas for coal substitution 
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https://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=coal-australian&months=120



Our markets are expecting huge wholesale price increase
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How do these markets actually work?
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Implications

 Half of retail suppliers in GB out of business.
 French Government renationalizing Electricite de France
 Spain (and most of Europe) introduced windfall tax on oil and gas and 

utilities suppliers
 British Government set aside $30bn to assist customers to respond to 

crisis.
 German Government to bail out major gas supplier Uniper.
 Gas rationing likely across Europe for industrial customers
 Prospect of serious demand destruction in Europe and Australia
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What next?
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• Gas:  Russian invasion, Canadian and U.S. shales and coal seam methane?

• Coal: Russian invasion and hence European demand for sea-borne supply?

• Popular revolt and consequential policy support for rapid transition to renewables?

• Distributed supply (and storage) offers the only certain price hedge for consumers. 

• “Solar battery bundles”

• Big developments in C&I solar and storage



What should be done about it ?

 Focus bill relief on the least well-off. 
 Do not subsidise utilities or dull marginal prices. Subsidise the end consumers. 
 Get something for the public dollar wherever possible – not just relief of 

recurrent expenditure, but investment in new supply and storage.
 Speed up transition to renewables: storage and RE policy.
 Pick the (still plentiful) low-hanging fruit with distributed supply and 

developments that use main transmission network where excess capacity is 
available or will be soon.

 Ensure batteries are useful for expansion of transmission capacity, not just 
energy arbitrage

 The Commonwealth must see its role as a supportive of the States, not
superceding them. 
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